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Motivation and Objectives

The rapid growth of the scholarly literature makes
the management and curation of the available
information a labor-intensive and time-consuming task for researchers, during which significant
knowledge can be easily missed. To address
this problem, efforts have been made to use
Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques
as a means to (semi-)automatically improve the
exhaustive analysis of the available information.
In order to make these NLP techniques more
end-user friendly and integrate them with knowledge management workflows, we developed
IntelliGenWiki, a novel combination of a wiki system with state-of-the-art techniques from the
NLP and Semantic Computing domains. Wikis
are well known as an easy-to-use, collaborative
platform for creating and organizing knowledge.
For example, the Gene Wiki project (Huss III et al,
2010) applies community intelligence to the annotation of gene and protein functions. However,
existing approaches rely on a manual analysis
of the literature. With IntelliGenWiki, we aim to
leverage the collaborative nature of wikis by introducing new Human-AI collaboration patterns:
Our goal is to provide text mining assistants that
work together with humans on literature analysis
tasks, like curation or the generation of semantic metadata, which can be used in an Linked
Open Data context. IntelliGenWiki is based on
an open service-oriented architecture: it can be
applied to different projects by deploying custom NLP analysis pipelines suitable for the specific task and domain. Here, we demonstrate the
benefits of this approach within a collaborative
literature curation context.

Methods

We first describe the general workflow for working
with NLP assistants, followed by a description of
the underlying architecture.

Workflow. IntelliGenWiki provides a standard wiki
user interface. From any wiki page (Fig. 1, top),
users can ask for “Semantic Assistants” from the
menu (Fig. 1, left), which will result in a dynamically injected user interface from which assistants
can be selected and executed (Fig. 1, bottom).
The user can now select an appropriate assistant
from the list and invoke it on one or multiple pages of the wiki, gathered in a so-called “collection”. This will invoke the selected NLP pipeline on
the set of wiki pages. The results (e.g., detected
entities) are stored in the user’s place of choice
and made persistent in the wiki repository (Fig.
1, middle). Thereby, all updated pages become
immediately available to all wiki users for collaborative adjustment, modification and further
refinement of the results.
Architecture. Technically, IntelliGenWiki combines NLP analysis pipelines developed in the
General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE)
(Cunningham et al, 2011) with MediaWiki, http://
www.mediawiki.org (Last accessed: 26.09.2012),
a widely-used wiki engine. These pipelines are
published as standard web services through
the Semantic Assistants framework (Witte and
Gitzinger, 2008). The Wiki-NLP integration is based
on a service-oriented architecture that seamlessly introduces these NLP web services into wiki
systems (Sateli and Witte, 2012). This allows wiki users to benefit from text mining techniques directly
within their wiki environment, without the need for
switching to an external application. Additionally,
we support the generation of semantic metadata from NLP analysis results. This metadata
is formally represented in the wiki through the
Semantic MediaWiki (SMW) extension: http://semantic-mediawiki.org/ (Last accessed on Sept
26, 2012). This formal representation of the available wiki knowledge can be exploited by exporting it in form of RDF triples. It can also be queried
directly within the wiki using SMW inline queries.
For example, users could write queries to retrieve
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Fig. 1: The wiki interface with integrated text analysis services (bottom), showing automatically added, NLP-extracted entities
(middle), together with original content (top)
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literature that contains a certain type of entities, spectively. The results gathered from this experisuch as enzymes or organisms.
ment confirm the usability and the effectiveness
of our approach.
Results and Discussion
The IntelliGenWiki system, including the NLP inTo test the effectiveness of NLP assistants in a wiki tegration back-end, is available as open source
environment, we deployed an IntelliGenWiki in- software from http://www.semanticsoftware.info/
stallation within the Genozymes project: http:// intelligenwiki.
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